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AT THE END OF THIS CHAPTER READERS SHOULD BE 
ABLE TO: 

1 Recognize that different stakeholders consider different aspects of corporate 

reputat ion 

2 Consider utilizing an attitudinal conceptualization of corporate reputation 

3 Follow the outl ined procedure for the operationalization of corporate 

reputation from a chosen stakeholder' s perspective 
; 
I ., 
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■ There is often considerable confusion in dist inguishing among corporate 

identity, image, and reputation. In corporate reputation the focus is on 

differences among the various stakeholders of the firm 

■ The prevalent definition of corporate reputation is cr itical ly considered and 

the various attempts at developing questionnaires to measure it are 

evaluated. An alternat ive attitudinal measure of corporate reputat ion is put 

forward that is developed in the context of the theory of planned behavior 

■ A procedure that enables the development of questionnaires can provide a 

direct eval uation of corporate reputat ion. This also provides a diagnostic 

procedure tailored to provide management with insights as to how corporate 

reputat ion can be improved 

■ The robust questionnaire development procedure outlined opens t he way to 

future research that can provide a more meaningful examination and 

understanding of the variables that influence corporate reputation and the 

dtPr.l thh in t111"11 li,1~ on olhe1· concepts 
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INTIWIJUC I ION 

Corpora((' rl'put,1tio11 Ii.is n•n·iv,·d il>t·1·,•,1M11g ,,11,,11lln11 111 1,·, l'lil y,·,u·s. It~ i1 11 p11 1 

tance is highlighted in till' literatun·, pri111,11 ily l>1·1·,1us,· 111' th,· v,1rious il1'11d1, 1.1I 

outcomes that have been suggcstl·d th,,t it is l'apahk ol' pr11viding. Thcs,· i1wl11d, 

the intention to purchase a service; a positive outlook of buyers towards s,d,·~ 

persons and products; attracting investors, lowering the cost of capit,11 ,1111 I 

enhancing the competitive ability of the firm; an<l the ability to attract g1111d 
employees. 

The area of corporate reputation suffers from an absence of sufficient clarity, 
particularly in its theoretical underpinning. At times the theoretical issue is 11 111 

considered at all. At other times either a stakeholdcr's "perception" is put forw,1rd 

as its basis or a firm's perspective that emphasizes signaling theory. Signalinp, 

theory suggests that a firm will provide signals through its actions and communi(·,1 

tions. The company a<lopts these signals to r eveal hidden attributes to its stak,· 

holders. Signaling theory shows that "high signaling costs" ensure that it is in both 

parties' interest to send honest signals despite prima facic incentives to decciv,•, 

Therefore, a rational stakeholder expects a sensible company to honor the impli('i( 

commitment transmitted by a signal. Failing to honor the commilment is per 

ccived by the consumer to be economically unwise. The signals emitted form th,· 
basis of the company's corporate reputation. 

The literature exhibits a number of attempts that have hccn made to measurl' 

corporate reputation. These attempts arc ren<lered all the more challenging dm· 

to an absence of clarity among the use of the terms corporate identity, corporat1• 

image, and corporate reputation that have at times also been used interchangeably. 

Berens and Van Riel (2004) group the various measures developed under thrc-,· 

main headings, namely those relating to: (1) social expectations; (2) corporatt• 
personality traits; and (3) trust. The result is a plethora of measures with myriad 

dimensions that arc meant to capture the corporate reputation construct with 

little agreement on an acceptable measure with the necessary measu1·emcnt rigor 

able to help develop and deepen the theory related to corporate reputation . 

This chapter takes an attitudinal perspective of corporate reputation within the
context of the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991). AltJ10ugh the approach 

presented here represents a fundamental depar ture from current methods it is 

in no way intended to muddy the water further. Rather, it seeks to latch on to 

an established theory with established questionnaire-building procedures that 

provides an opportunity for rapid advances in better understanding of the role of 

corporate reputation in relation lo other concepts. In this chapter, corporate 

identity, corporate image, and corporate reputation are first rcvicwe<l and the 

main ways in which corporate reputation is currently measured arc considered. 
It proceeds to argue for an alternative attitudinal measure within the theory of 

planned behavior an<l maps out an application of the theory to the development 
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CORPORATE lDENTITY, CORPORATE IMAGE, AND 
CORPORATE REPUTATION in 

/ nt 
The terms corporate reputation, corporate identity, and image crl'ate a C~:/~r
rlcgrec of confusion that requires clarification. Unfortun.tcly, rlespite sigi11 rf

1
-,ot 

contributions in the last few year s towards understandinga11d identifying cO f ~1-1al 

ate identity, a <lefinitive definition of this concept and its measurement dO~ f (' in 
yet exist. Moi.ngcon (1999) hol<ls that organizational Wentity is a conC") t7sis 

d · · l I b . · h pl' ,~ , a vancc over orgamzat10na cu ture ecause 1t permits usearc crs to ex ,i f ,on 

more depth the dynamics of organizations. The author also argues that a di~~i/ {the 
of organizational identity is both an analysis of the visible part of the orgaJl1 l' I en
(the symbolic products) and an analysis of the hidden part of the organizatiO ,t ihat 

organizational imaginaire), which is a much harder task. Ye! again corroratt f, the 

tity has been defined in terms of an organization 's ethoJ, aims, and valv~/ and 
create a sense of individuality and differentiation. Following a review , , rate 

liter~ture, Melewar and Jenki_ns ?002) examine the definitions, mode~f;..;ior, 
specific clements o~ corporate 1dent1ty and propose a holistic model for col y1' ,,vh~ 
i<lentity , based on four dimensions- communication and,isual identity, be J f1za, 

corporate culture, and market conditions. Jntcrestingly, Bromley (2000 dj fees, 

argues that corporate identity is the way members conceptualize their o(f t1 
tion, restricts it therefore to the view of internal stakeholders, he they emf , we]! 

managers, and others. f lu~ 
Stuart ( 1999) looks at corporate image claims that if corporate id en tit)' ,.,,/'pra~ 

managed, then the resulting corporate image will accurately reflect the ( f\;ialh 

beliefs, and strategic direction of the company. Much of !he research on co// ,, rits ~ 
image is about the way an organization presents itselfto its publics, esf11 oratr 

visually (Bromley 2000). Gotsi and Wilson (2001) review different viewp1> fiHTei 
the marketing liter:iture in an attempt to clearly define the concept of co1 i,put, 

?It/ I reputation and identify its relationship with corporate im.ge. The authot r!o r4 
cntiate hctween the "analogous" school of thought, whicliviews corporate ;, 7jorj~ 
tion as synonymous with corporate image, and the 'rlifferentiated" scf / _rat]t

1 

th_ought, which consi<lers the terms to be different but according to the ~~fo~ 
of the authors, interrclate<l. They argue that, on balance, the weight of b ,,1 
suggests that there is a dynamic, bilateral relationship between a firm 's c(J (' ter~ 

r eputation and its projected corporate image. . / ,tioll( 

On the basis of the above, corporate identity primarily arises from ~ ~-?Y ~
1 

stakeholders and the important formative aspects uc prin1arily fuf" 

non-media dimensions that include the strategy and stances adopted "9 ~ 
l, 
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dimensions that sustains a f-irm's dl'sirl'd 1m.,ilirn1i11g. N111\\ ill1st.11uli11g, ii l\llld,I 
not be possible to achieve a tenable corporall' im,tgl' ill tl11· .,l,s,·1n'\· of ,1 n·i<-l',1111 

corporate identity as it is the latter that sustains it. Therefore, while short 1<-1111 

success in building a positive corporate image may be possible (e.g. for ,1 111·\\ 

company, or in an image repositioning exercise through extensive use ol' 111, ·d 1.1 

advertising), long-run success is not sustainable in the absence of congnw111·,· 

providecl by a meaningful corporate identity. Without the sustenance that <'OI 

porate identity can provide, corporate image success is at best fleeting. Figure I I , I 

seeks to capture the above in diagrammatic form. 

Fombrun (I 996: 72) defines corporate reputation as (italics added) "a percep/11,1/ 

representation of a company's past actions and future prospects that descril, .. ,, 

the firm's overalf appeal to all of its key constituents when compared with otlu·1 

leading rivals," This definition emphasizes the process of how corporate reputatio11 

comes about. It makes four main points: it establishes perception as the basis f,l1 

reputation formation; it recognizes the existence of various stakeholders hut 

suggests the aggregation of these perceptions across stakeholders; il puts forward 

the relative nature of the perception process in relation to competitors; and it 

holds that reputation is cumulative, being the result not only of a company's latl'sl 

actions but also of its past actions. Gotsi and Wilson (2001) argue that rcputatiu11, 

embody two fundamental dimensions of firms' effectiveness: an appraisal of firms' 

economic performance, and an evaluation of firms' success in fulfilling soci.11 

responsibilities. It has been said that in today's world, the emotional viewpoinl 

of the media and public opinion predominate and they influence changes in cor 

porate reputation. Critical news reports and specific negative incidents have a11 

ability to diminish the reputation of a firm. In this context the media, especially 

Internal 

Stakeholders 

External 

Non-media 

Corporate 
identity 

Dimensions 

Media 

Corporate 
image 

■ Figure 11.1 Matrix indicating domains of corporate ide11tity and corporate image 
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1:omhn111 's d1·li11itio11 lus l)L'cll vt·1-y inlluential and has conditioned much ol' 

wh,1t h,,s l'<>mc later. Moreover, the idea that corporate reputation is an aggrega

t ion ol' the perception of different stakeholders has received wide acceptance. For 

example, Dalton (2003: 27) defines corporate reputation as the sum of all the 

values that stakeholders attribute lo a company based on their perception and the 

interpretation of the image that it communicates and its behavior over time. This 

position is supported by other writers who assert that reputation is the sum 

total of stakeholders' perceptions and a direct function of the perceptions of the 

public involved with a company or its brands. Yet this notion of corporate reputa

tion as an aggregation of all stakeholders' salient perceptions probably owes its 

origin to the position adopted by the first questionnaire on corporate reputation 

used by Fortune in its Most Admired Companies measure since 1983. One can 

appreciate its "practical" summary benefits for communication purposes in such a 

publication; however such an aggregation docs not exist in the perception of any 

stakeholder group and is a complete fiction. Wartick (2002: 376-8) provides a 

practical example to show how this process of aggregation can be very misleading. 

In line with this position this chapter argues that any aggregation should be of 

sinale stakeholder's perception and there is not one but a number of corporate 

reputations for a firm that necessarily vary by stakeholder group. Therefore, in 

considering corporate reputation the emphasis is on differences among the various 

stakeholders of the firm while in the case of corporate identity and corporate 

image the emphasis is on differences among firms, which differences enable the 

firm to achieve a desired positioning. 

CURRENT QUESTIONNAIRES USED TO MEASURE 
CORPORATE REPUTATION 

The area of corporate reputation will develop more holistically and be able 

to provide management with worthwhile findings only if researchers are able to 

ensure more rigor in the measures that are meant to capture corporate reputa

tion. Following a review of the literature, Berens and Van Riel (2004) identify 

three main types of perceptions to discuss and/ or measure corporate reputation, 

namely those relating to: (1) social expectations; (2) corporate personality traits 

and (3) trust. Each is reflected in fairly well-established questionnaires such as (I) 

the annual Fortune's (latest 2006) Most Admired Companies and the Reputation 

Qyotient (Fomhrnn, Gardberg and Sever 2000) (2) Corporate Personality scale 

(Davies, Chun, <la Silva, and Roper 2001) and (3) Corporate Credibility scale (Newell 

and Goldsmith 2001), respectively. The result is myriad dim.ensions that arc 

meant to capture the corporate reputation concept. Moreover, examination of 
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The fortune Most Admi1-cd Companil's ,md tlw R,·put,1tion ljuoti1·11t (Hl,>) 

questionnaires represent the two principal social expectation type of 1111·.1si11, .. , 

that have been used. Possibly because it was the first of its kind, Fortune mag,1zi1w 's 

annual list of America's most admired companies enjoys high visihility ,11111 

recognition. Since 1983 Fortune has asked top executives, directors, and fin,111< ·1.d 

analysts to rate companies within their industries on eight or nine attriliu11·s 

depending on whether American or global companies are being assessed, Th,· 
attributes arc: (I) long-term investment value; (2) financial soundness; (3) wis.• 

use of corporate assets; (4) quality of management; (5) quality of products DI' 

service; (6) innovativeness; (7) ability to attract and retain talented people; (8) 

social responsibility to the community and the environment; and in the case ol 

global firms (9) effectiveness in doing business globally. Fryxell and Wang ( 1994) 

criticize the Fortune index in that out of the eight attributes used for American 

firms the first four attributes listed above relate to performance, while construct, 

like innovation, corporate social responsibility, and management quality and 

human resources issues arc being captured by single-item measures. Indeed, con 

firn1.atory factor analysis indicates that with the exception of the question dealing 

with "Social responsibility to the community and the environment," the reply to 

the rest of the questions arc being influenced by the perceptions that respondent~ 

have of the financial potential of the particular firm (Fryxell and Wang 1994: 11). 

This, therefore, suggests that the Fortune index measures little beyond the firm's 

reputation for financial performance. 

In measuring corporate reputation via the Reputation Quotient (RQ), Fom

hrun, Gardberg, and Sever (2000: 243) use the following "integrative" definition 

that holds that corporate reputation "is a collective representation of a firm's 

behaviour and outcomes that describes the firm's ability to render valued results 

to multiple stakeholders." This perspective, which has also been used in other 

subsequent research, indicates a signaling perspective as against the earlier 

definition of Fombrun (1996: 72) that had a stronger emphasis on stakeholder 

perception of corporate reputation. Indeed, the original RQ consisted of 32 

questions grouped into 8 categories subsequently reduced to a 20-question 

version to make up an aggregate measure that scores an organization on six 

categories. These are reported to be: (1) emotional appeal (good feeling about the 

company/admire anJ respect the company/trust the company); (2) products 

and services (stands behind products-services/ offers high-quality products

services/ develops innovative products-services/ offers products-services that are 

good value); (3) vision and leadership (has excellent leadership/ has a clear vision 

for the future/recognizes and takes advantage of market opportunities); (4) 

workplace environment (is well managed/looks like a good company to work 
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.1ltility/looks like .1 low risk invt·slme11thtrong prospl'dS l,>r i'uture growtli / tt-ncls 

l11 outpcrli>rm its compc>titors); (6) social responsibility (supports good causes/ 

1·11vironmentally responsible/treats people well). As part of the validation testing 

1lw authors report the removal of the 3 emotional appeal questiorn and report 

that the remaining 17 questions load onto a single Rational Appeal factor. They 

therefore suggest that corporate reputation combines two factors: Emotional 

Appeal and Rational Appeal. In addition, work-in-progress has been reported 

involving cross-nationality validity and equivalence testing to develop a "global" 

RQ. However, given the nature of the instrument this is likely to he no easy 

task. 

The operationalization of the RQ instrument is inadequately grounded 

in theory and it is hard to see how the definition used has guided instrument 

development. Moreover, the process of aggregation pursued that involves obtain

ing an overall score that purports to provide the aggregate reputation of all 

stakeholders appears lo be driven by commercial rather than sound measurement 

considerations. The resultant aggregate score is too approximate to meaningfully 

capture and communicate the perception of anyone and can he quite misleading. 

In addition, insufficient support is provided to arrive at a balanced view of the 

rigor Lmdcrlying the development of the RQ instrument, including its dimension

ality, reliability of individual factors, and thorough t esting for validity. 

A second stream of measures of corporate reputation has focused on personal

ity. The idea of corporate personality comes from the existence of a five-factor 

structure identified in human personality r esearch which Aaker ( 1997) extended 

and applied to develop her brand personality instrument. Inspired by this work, 

Davies et al. (2001) make use of the "personality metaphor" to look at organiza

tions. They in turn seek to extend the measure of hrand personality to capture 

both external corporate image and also internal corporate identity. Utilizing this 

approach the authors identify seven rather th.in the five factors in Aaker's original 

instrument. Some commonality is reported among the two sets of factors. More 

recently, Slaughter, Zickar, Highhouse, and Mohr (2004) have developed an organi

zational personality instrument whose items share many commonalities with the 

instrument proposed by Aaker. Th.is is an interesting stream of research that could 

benefit from further theoretical development and measurement testing. A deeper 

explication of the theoretical basis for the use of personality or its m etaphor in 

relation to organizations as against perceptions would also be beneficial. It might 

be best to treat external corporate image and internal corporate identity as part of 

organizational personality which makes il possible for management to clearly 

position the firm by consciously emphasizing one or a set of possible organiza

tional personality dimensions. Therefore, while organizational personality seeks 

to emphasize differences among brands, corporate reputation needs to recognize 

differences among the many stakeholders of the same brand. 
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plays i11 <'011111H111i<',1ti1111s ,uul ,ulwrtising. l 'nrpor,11<· , ·n·dilillity i~ d,·!111,·d 111 

Newell and <..;olds1nith (2001: 218) ,is thl' p,-rt·1•iv1·d t')(lll'rtiat·, idi.d,ility, 1111•,1 

worthiness , and truthfulness of a com1Mny. Using <'St.11,lish,·d ,pwsti<11111,1lt1• 

development procedures corporate credibility is capturl'd vi,1 t·ight ,1u,·stion.~ , ·1111 

sisting of the two dimensions of expertise and trustworthirll'ss. Tht·s,· di111t · 11.,i1 ► 11, 
appear to he important in building corporate reputation but arc likt·ly to lw 1111111 

appropriately envisaged as variables that r esult in corporate reputation hut ,1n· 11111 
a direct and integral part of the concept. 

In all the measures that have been considered there is an underlying assumption 

that corporate reputation should be a "net" aggregation of the perceptions of ,di 

the different stakeholders. It is here argued that any attempt at identifying .111 

overall corporate reputation among all stakeholders is a measurement fiction th.,t 

is not reflective of any constituent stakeholder's reality. Each stakeholder 1n,1y 

have knowledge about issues concerning the company that extend beyond narn111 

stakeholders' interest but the weighting attributed to these issues cannot lw .,~ 

high as the weighting given to those issues that directly impact the stakehold,·1 

group. This aspect of' aggregation across stakeholder s has clouded the concept ',q 

measurement and requires revision . 

AN ALTERNATIVE ATTITUDE-BASED MEASURE 

Corporate reputation is rooted in perceptions that give rise to beliefs. It can lw 

argued that the point of departure is that stakeholders initially con tinue to accept 

current bclicfa concerning tht' corporate reputation of the firm. Such beliefs haV\' 

privileged status and do not require justification. However, new perception~ 

resulting from. additional or changing information that is processed requirc·s 

justification and may result in a change of belief and an adjustment in corporatl' 

reputation. With such a perspective it is possible to consider beliefs as tlw 
mechanism that allows the formation of a corporate reputation. 

A look at the literature indicates that an attitudinal basis offers a useful found.1 

tion for advancement in developing a sound corporate reputation measurr. 

Indeed, Fomhrun (1996: 37) at one point docs in effect put forward such an 

attitudinal perspective describing corporate reputation as the overall estimation 

in which a company is held by it s constituents. The author further argues that a 
corporate reputation represents the "net" affective or emotional reaction- good 

or bad, weak or strong-of customers, investors, employees, and the general 

public to the company's name. This position reflects early work by Levitt 

(1965) who dcscrihes perceived company reputation as the perception of the 

extent to which a particular vendor company is well known, good or had , reliable, 
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qu<·.stion.s th,11 ,1sk n·.~pondt·11ts lo l 't1111p,1n· tl H· firm u11dcr 1·011sidl'r,1tio11 tu ,di 

rnmp.init·s in till' industry and to r,itc tbe firm on a set of items as follows: the 

Vl'ry be~l the very worst; the least reliable- the most reliable; the least reput
,1blc the most reputable; the least believable-the most believable; not at all 

known the best known; and the least trustworthy-the most trustworthy. 

On the basis of the above it appears that an attitudinal measure of corporate 

reputation is ahlc to offer a useful way forward. 

ATTITUDES AND THE THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOR 

The view of attitudes held by most contemporary social psychologists suggests 

that the main attribute of an attitude is its evaluative nature, and consists of a 

disposition to respond favorably or unfavorably to an object, person, institution, 

or event (Ajzen 1988: 4). An at1:itu<le comprises three main components: 
behavioral hcliefs , affect, and behavioral intentions, that ultimately result in 

action. BeHefs consist of knowledge, ideas, and opinions about an attitude object. 

For most attitude objects (the firm or organization in our case), people may have a 

set of beliefs. Beliefs about the possible consequences ol' the behavior and the value 

the person gives to these outcomes result in behavioral beliefs. The more positive 
beliefs arc associated with the company and the more positive each belief is 

evaluated, the more favorahle the overall behavioral beliefs component will be. Of 

course the beliefs comprising the behavioral beliefs need not be true or correct; 

they need only to exist in the person's mind. The outcome of an attitude is 

behavior al intentions that consist of a tendency to act or react in a certain way 

with respect to the attitude object (Ajzen 1988). It includes intentions, com

mitments, and actions which have to do with the attitude object. It consists of 

what people say they do or would do under particular conditions. For inst;nce, 
investing persons who hold a positive attitude towards a company may express the 

intention to huy the company's shares and vice versa. 

The theory of planned behavior (T pB) argues that human behavior is influenced 

by attitudes toward a specific behavior, rather than hy general attitudes. These 

attitudes are the rewlt of belief.~ about the possible consequences of the behavior 
and the value the person gives to these outcomes. Thus, individuals form certain 

beliefs about an object and these beliefs, in turn, lead to the formation of attitudes 

that are consistent with them. Since beliefs already have a positive or negative 

connotation, persons inevitably acquire a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward 

an attitude object . TpB offers a framework-linking attitude towards an object 

together with Subjective Norms (SN) and Per ceived Behavioral Control (PBC) to 

behavior intention and actual action. Behavioral intentions reflect the willingness 
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APPLYING THE QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN 
THE TpB TO CORPORATE REPUTATION 

It is possible for individuals to have multiple attitudes and corporal<' n·pt1l,1I 11111 

can be treated as one such attitude. On the basis of the TpB, it is possihlt- lo 111111 , 

both an indirect belief-based measure of corporate reputation as well ,is .1 d11,, 1 

attitude-based measure of corporate reputation. Both belief-based and .111 it 11d, 

based measures of corporate reputation need to be developed from tlw p,·1·,I'•, 

tivc of one of the many possible stakeholder perspectives. However, in c,1p111111111 

the attitude-based measure of corporate reputation it is possible to haw t lw ,,u11, 

instrument across the <lifferent stakeholders groups by using the scman Ii,· s, ·.1 l1 

format for a six-question measure as described by Brown (1995). It would 1.,~, 
the following form: 

Compared to all companies in the in<lustry how would you rate XYZ Comp,llly , 

■ the very worst _:_::_: _ :: _ : _ .. ■ the very besl 

■ the least reliable ~ : _ :: _ : _ :: --.-= _ .. ■ the most reliabli-

■ the least reputable . .. . _ ._ .. _._ .. _ - - ■ the most rcputablt · 
■ the least believable _ : _ :: _ : _ :· _ : _ .. ■ the most believal>k 

■ not at all known _: ~ :: _ : _ :: _ : _ :: - ■ the best known 
■ the least trustworthy _:_::_:_::_:_ .. ■ the most trustworthy 

This questionnaire is known to be unidimensional, exhibits high item-total corl'l ' 

lations an<l provides good levels of reliability in terms of Cronbacb alpha (Bnm 11 

1995). Tbc scale consists of a mix of adjectives together with the least reliabl .. ! 

most reliable item that helps capture the overall evaluation. 

Indirect belief-based items provide an alternative way of measuring corporal<· 

reputation. These must necessarily be developed for each stakeholder group and 

tbc questions used are unlikely to be common across the different stakeholders· 

groups. Indeed where any commonality in beliefs may exist the particular belid 

may be subject to a different weighting for evaluation purposes . The set of belief'.\ 

identified together with their "explanation" of corporate reputation allows for 

depth and enhanced understanding. In essence the set of identified beliefs and 

their subsequent evaluation are similar to dimensions of a concept. Tbey provide 

a diagnostic capability that can make for meaningful corporate reputation 
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l11g lwlwb 11 is m·1·css.1ry to id<·titil'y IH'lil'l's th,tt ,in· readily al'l'l:ssible in memory 

(s,1li .. 11t); ()) unlikl' in the case ol' thl' altitude-based measure of corporate reputa-

1io11, the hdief-based questions need not exhibit internal consistency as it is the 

single .1ggregation resulting from the beliefs that is the measure, and (3) testing of 

rd iahility should be via test-retest procedures. A first step involves piloting. In the 

( ·,isc of the corporate reputation of a particular stakeholder group the researcher 

\\'ill be looking at a list of the most commonly held beliefs (modal accessible 

liclicfs) among the group. The first step is to ask about advantages followed by the 

disadvantages and finally probing for further issues. The advantage question for a 

service firm could be framed along the following lines: 

■ Compared to all companies in the industry, what do you believe are the advantages of 

using the services provided by XYZ Company? 

If a long list of beliefs results it is possible to group these into categories and 

a subset included in a questionnaire to capture the concept. Each of the beliefs 

identified need to be suitably worded and accompanied by a 7-point scale 

described by extremely unlikely (= 1) and extremely likely (= 7) at either end. In 

a<lclition, the same issue also needs to be evaluated with a 7-point scale suitahly 

described at either end. This procedure for building the questions that make up 

the measure needs to be repeated for eacb advantage/ disadvantage identified. 

CASE VIG NETTE: Virgin 

We like to think that corporate names mean something. By selecting products 

from certain firms we are not just buying a product. We may be reducing perceived 

risk, saving time to spend it doing other more impo rtant things in lif e or simply 

using our purchase to make a statement about our lifestyle choices. Of course we 

often pay a premium for the privilege-often without even batting an eyelid. Take 

the Virgin group, with the quirky, innovative, and fun positioning that sets it apart 

from the other large, faceless corporations. The company is epitomized by its 

founder Richard Branson who has built the Virgin empire that encompasses 

unrelated businesses that include, t rains, cars, finance, soft drinks, music, mobile 

phones, holidays, wines, publishing1 bridal wear, and cosmetics. The Virgin name is 

an effective source of differentiation in t he market for the different businesses 

under this umbrella brand. However, the Virgin name does not stand for the same 

values among investors as among customers. . 

Yet in today1s increasingly global marketplace, large multinational cor

porations adopt more than one stance. Take the likes of Procter & Gamble and 

Unilever. Between them, they own almost every consumer product you could think 
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ol. llic•y dill1•11•11ll.11t· p1l111,111ly ,1I llw l11dlvld11,1l jt111!h1, I i,1,11 111 l,•v,,I 1 ,11, 

Ilic co1·por<1tt• !I've!. It h prolJ,1'1ly c:111 n•c I 111 •.,,y lit.it, 1111·.111 11,,1,, i11111111 

as to who own~ which bt·ctml. I II c1II likt•lihu11tl 1111• .iv1•r.iq,• •,hoppt•t 111,iy 11 ,,i 

care that Max Factor belongs lo PrnclPr & G,11111>1(' .111d 11, .. 1 1 1, 1111 111 

belongs to Unilever, as long as the product is able to 11t1•c•I Ith 111 1,,.1 111 

other stakeholders often do. There are those fo1· whon, lhi•, k1111wi,.dt1n 1 1 1 

It is pertinent to management and staff; it is importanl lo lttvt",iot .,, ,,1,o1,, 11, 

regulators, and many others. Yet what is relevant is unlikPly 111 lie 11 11 111 

equally relevant to a l I. 

CONCLUSION 

:his chapter commenced hy c~nsidering the issue of corpoi-atc idrnt it y, 1, '' I" ,1 

image, and corporate reputat10n. It recognizes the internal stakdiold,·t 1, 1111 

corporate identity and its effect on corporate image. The latter Pll:•,·t '" ,1111, , 

external stakeholders and is enhanced via strong media inputs. It l'url 1.,.1 ,11 pu, 

that th~ pr~sent aggregation of all stakeholders to arrive at a "n(•t" , "' I"" ,1 

reputation 1s erroneous. Any aggregation of corporate reputation sh1111!cl 111 ,,I 

sin9le stakeholder's perception and there is not one but a number 1· • • . . (I ( 'Ill I" II 11 

reputations for a firm that necessarily vary by stakeholder group. Exanii 11 ,1111111 ,,I 

s~me of_ the prin~ipal questionnaires currently in use to capture corporal\' 1, 'J'llt 1 

t10n md1cates vanous shortcomings that include both measure deficiend,·s ,111,1 111 

absence of a clear theoretical base. Without development in this ai·ca il "di 111 

d1fficul_t to foster further understanding and theory testing and developn1<·nl , 

. In lme_ with various indicatio1:s provided by other authors, this chaptl'r ,11 )'.ll' 

for an attitude-based measure of corporate reputation and proposes the adopt 11111 

of the theory ~f planned behavior as an underpinning theory. In this cont('\ l 11 

suggests adoptmg the questionnaire development methodology of this tiH'llt V 

arguing that it is possible to measure corporate reputation either as a belief'- l,.,.11 ,; 

and/ or attitude-based concept. The decision as to wruch measure to opt 1111 

~epends much on the use that it will he put to. If the objective of the organiz,1t 1, ,11 

is to u~~erstand the corporate reputation held by one of its stakeholder group, it 

can ut1hzc both methods. The firm would use the attitude-hased measure as ,111 

aggregate summary score of corporate reputation among the particular stal((· 

holder g_roup while it would use the belief-hascd measure to allow for decpi·t 

~1agnost1cs and understanding. T~e results from both measures should he highly 

correlated as the same concept 1s being captured. On the other hand if tlw 

organization wi_shes to measure its corporate reputation among diffcrcn~ stak,· 

holder groups 1t can use the attitude-based measure that provides a summai·y 

measure for each stakeholder group. Moreover, since the measure will have thl· 

same questions, a direct comparison of scores is possible. However, it should not 
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111 11111 ,111· 1,·1111l.1ll1111, 1-<,1 1111' p111 JH•~•· 1>1' tltl'ol'y d,·wlo1111wnl l' itlll'r lwli1.f h,1st'd 

"' ,11t111cl,· l,,1s,·d 111,•,1s11n· ol' \'lll'Jl"l',11\' rq1ut,\tio11 \'an he used hut an attitude-

1,, " ,I 111,·,isurc· wo11lcl ,1ppl',ll' to 1><· 1uon· appropriate.. This questionnaire develop

' " ' 11I 111 m·,·ss .ii lows !'or !11\' systl'matic investigation of variables that have a 

d1,, , 1 ,·ff<'l'I on rnrporati• r('ptttat ion as well as the incorporation of SN and PBC 

,11111 dll' ir ,·ll'('d on iutl'ntions. It opens the way for deeper understanding of the 

, , ,Ii- , ,r, ·orporate reputation. 
I 1kl' ,lily other theory, the theory of planned behavior is not without its critics. 

1 !111.~, ntli\'r thl'orists have proposed that the attitude's accessibility in memory 

I" wh,1t inllucnccs the attitude- behavior link. Therefore, it is in cases when the 

1111 ltvidual has direct contact with the attitude object, has a particular vested 

1111,·n·sl in the behavior, or is significantly confident about the attitude, that the 

.,! I 1lll<k behavior link is most likely to predict behavior. Notwithstanding these 

111,, l'l'vations, the operationalization of corporate reputation via TpB as has been 

, hsnisscd can potentially open the way to building a useful tmderstanding of the 

1 "II' of corporate reputation, enabling empirical investigation of the effect of such 

, .,riablcs as trust, service quality, and satisfaction on corporate reputation and in 

turn its effect on various outcomes. 

ISSUES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION 

1 Is a focus on the concepts of brand and organizational personality likely to be more 

useful than an emphasis on corporate image and corporate identity? 

2 What are the principal variables that are likely to have a direct effect on corporate 

reputation? What are some of the likely outcomes of corporate reputation? 

3 Is corporate reputation more relevant to service firms rather than to industrial or 

consumer product firms? 
4 Compared to other companies in one of the industries the firm competes in, identify 

the key advantages and disadvantages you associate with using the product offerings 

of Virgin tal<ing a (a) customers', (bl shareholders', and (cl employees' pe rspective. 

5 Repeat the exercise for Unilever to identify the key advantages and disadvantages 

you associate, taking a Cal customers', (bl shareho lders', (c) employees' perspective. 

Contrast your findings for Virgin and Unilever. 

6 To what extent can one speak of one over al I corporate reputation? 
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AT THE END OF THIS CHAPTER READERS SHOULD BE 
ABLE TO: 

Understand the economic and non-economic determinants of corporate 

reputation 

Appreciate the cu ltural complexities that exist in the understanding of a 

generic research concept 

Realize the importance of long-term corporate repu tation in the Asian context 

········-····-•-"- · ----······----····· ············· .. --• ...... ... ·-······ .. --) 

■ Reputation is a term t hat is di fficult to verbalize and is usually used 

interchangeably with other related words such as image, identity, or brand 

■ Few studies have discussed in great det ail about t he risk of not having an 

acceptable reputation. Nowadays, practitioners are wel I aware of reputation 

risk and regard it as one of the most critical threat s to corporations 

■ Different stakeholders usually focus on different aspects of reputat ion. 

I nvestors, for instance, would generally pay stronger attent ion to financial 

performance of a company than wou Id its consumers 

■ Reputat ion can be influenced by many fact ors. However, to date, there has 

been no clear idea about the comparative impacts of economic and non

economic factors on corporate reputation building 

------········· .. ··-···········- -······-·· 
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